
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

We _______________ him to eat.1. (past/force)had to force

__________________________________ in here and flaunt a body like
that in his face?
2.

(what right/she/past/walk/?)
What right did she have to walk

I ______________________ her how I knew.3. (past/not/tell)didn't have to tell

But this was like being in a dream, knowing it's a dream, knowing it can't
happen this way, and so it _______________________________.
4.

(passive/not/explain)
doesn't have to be explained

An artist generally has several available, so that he
_______________________________-sharpen in the course of his work.
5.

(stop/and/not/re)
does not have to stop and re

Happily I _________________________ him as I did Clarice; as Jane
intimates, a man can't expect to have his feelings spared in the process.
6.

(not/consider)

don't have to consider

He did not finish what he _____________.7. (past/say)had to say

______________________________ before he was compelled to live on
the poor farm?
8.

(how poor/one/past/be/?)
How poor did one have to be

You _______________________ his every move.9. (not/direct)don't have to direct

I don't care in the least, if I _____________________ it.10. (not/hear)don't have to hear

If that duck has sinus trouble or bad eyes, you ____________________
that up before you eat it.
11.

(not/fix)
don't have to fix

___________________________________________ with this matter?12.
(what/the good architect/could/do/?)

What could the good architect have to do

But you ______________________ a stage.13. (not/drive)don't have to drive

We ________________ for our own hand.14. (fight)have to fight
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So we ______________ his house away.15. (past/take)had to take

Yet the Poets he affirms have contributed very much to the spoiling the
Tongue: And _______________________________ it?
16.

(who/he/would/restore/?)
who would he have to restore

It seemed as if she _________________ herself.17. (past/justify)had to justify

They ___________________ out a language which they do not
themselves believe, for the fraudulent purpose of making others believe it.
18.

(not/hold)

have not to hold

He _________________ himself in hand.19. (would/get)'d have to get

He ____________________!20. (past/not/go)didn't have to go
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